MIMA BABINGTON* and E. BAGBY ATWOOD The present study is primarily concerned with lexical usage in six Louisiana parishes centering about Bayou Lafourche, in the heart of the Acadian area, with limited observations of New Orleans usage for purposes of comparison. The Acadian parishes are La fourche, Terrebonne, St. Mary, St. James, Assumption, and Ascen sion, all of which he to the west and southwest of New Orleans somewhat below the 30th Parallel. (See the map facing page 1.) The terrain is low-lying and partially swampy; indeed, the southern most portions of Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes are unin habitable. The climate is subtropical and the rainfall is adequate for the production of sugar cane, which has always been the princi pal crop. The combined area of the six parishes is a little over 4,000 square miles, and the 1960 population was 229,272. The average density of about 57.3 persons per square mile is somewhat above the national average, and much higher than that of most primarily rural areas.
The settlement of southern Louisiana was quite complex and was unlike that of any other portion of the South. The earliest immigra tion occurred in the first third of the eighteenth century under the governorship of Jean Baptiste Bienville, but primarily directed by a fabulous Scotsman named John Law, who had gained control of children, yet it would be difficult to find many middle-aged persons who could not speak French fluently. A quick realization of the essentially French nature of the population may be had by glancing through the telephone directory of the town of Thibodaux. The ten most common names, in order of frequency, are Boudreaux, Hebert, Bourgeois, Thibodaux, Naquin, Clement, Benoit, Chiasson, Toups, and Richard. There are more occurrences of Boudreaux (114) than of Smith, Jones, Williams, Johnson, and Brown all combined! Still, the occurrence of such fairly common names as Rodrigue and Adams probably reflects the earlier accul turation of other groups.4
The present lexical study is in a sense an extension of a similar survey of Texas and adjoining states which has been conducted by Atwood during the past several years. Obviously the results of the two surveys invite comparison, since the methods of collection and analysis were essentially the same. The Louisiana materials were gathered by means of interviews with seventy actual inhabitants of the area. A standardized questionnaire was used in all cases, so that if a given term was current in an informant's speech he would have a chance to use it. Questions pertained to such everyday matters as the weather, topography, household goods, domestic animals, and so on. The items on the questionnaire were based ul timately on those of the work sheets for the Linguistic Atlas,6 but more directly on those of the "Work Sheets for Vocabulary Collec tion" that were used in the survey of Texas. A number of additions were made, usually involving items thought to be particularly applicable to southern Louisiana. These were designed to elicit such terms as bagasse (waste from sugar cane), poule d'eau (coot), bisque (rich soup), gris-gris (charm), and others. The total number of items on the questionnaire was something over 300. Interviews were conducted by Mima Babington, or in some cases by her ad vanced students who were specially chosen and instructed in the use of the questionnaire. Questions were posed indirectly; for ex ample, "What do you call a soft prairie with water underneath?"-not "Do you use the word flottant?"
As has been mentioned, the study was concentrated in the Bayou Lafourche area. The South, as delineated by Kurath, takes in southern Delaware, southern Maryland, the Eastern Shore, and the eastern portions of Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. The most striking sub-area is eastern Virginia (the Virginia Piedmont), extending from the Blue Ridge eastward to the Fall Line or beyond. Another area with characteristic usages of its own is the South Carolina Low Country. We may also, for some purposes, set off the "Tide water" or coastal area; this is rather narrow in Virginia but extends further inland in the Carolinas. Most of the words which cover all of the South also extend for various distances into the South Mid land. These are considered Southern usages because they un doubtedly radiated from the South, not from the Midland.
Words from the Northern dialect area may be represented by the following list, derived from Kurath or (in some cases) directly from the Linguistic Atlas field records. The percentages of occur rence are given (here and later) for the Louisiana informants:
The composite frequency8 of this group of words in the Louisiana records is 4.4 per cent. This compares with 9.6 per cent in the ma terials from Texas. Obviously neither area could be expected to show many Northern usages. Cherry pit (rather than seed) is sur prisingly common; this may result from the importation of cherries from the North. 2.9 putty bone (wishbone) 0 whetrock (whetstone) 0 hants (ghosts) 0 turn (of wood) (armload) 0 These words as a group show a frequency of 19.1, which is ob viously higher than that of any other regional group. In Texas, their frequency is much higher, 48.5 per cent. Indeed, the absence of some of the very common Southern words, such as (horse) lot, putty bone, and whetrock, is rather remarkable, since these appear in Texas with frequencies of 69, 78, and 56 per cent respectively.
Among the Eastern regional words we find a number that occur very commonly in both the Midland and the South; these are regional only in the sense that they are not current in The very low frequency of "dialect" terms from other areas must have become apparent. As is shown in The Regional Vocabulary of Texas,1* the absence of many of the regional terms in southern Louisiana makes possible the drawing of a number of isoglosses setting this area off from Texas, and in many cases from northern Louisiana (and southern Arkansas) as well. It is evident that the southern Louisiana vocabulary has more affinities with Southern than with any other dialect area; but still the absence of numerous usages that are common in the East is sufficiently striking to re quire comment and explanation. A possible reason for the lower frequency of some of the terms might be found in the ages of the informants. In southern Louisi ana, 31.4 per cent of the informants were under forty years of age; in Texas only 6 per cent fell in this group. In southern Louisiana, 34.3 per cent were over sixty; in Texas this group made up 65 per cent. Certainly, younger informants could not be expected to be very familiar with such terms as singletree, chittlins, and whetrock. Moreover, a great many of the Louisiana informants spoke no English before they went to school; hence, their terms for many ob jects and ideas may have tended to be more bookish and less re gional than in areas where these usages could be handed down orally. In Texas, such terms as harmonica (for French harp), com on the cob (for roasting ears), parents (for folks), and toad (for toadfrog) are clearly the educated usage of the minority; in southern Louisiana they occur about three times as commonly.
A much more important reason, it seems to us, for the absence of Eastern regionalisms is the fact that this area was not pre dominantly settled from the Eastern States, as were most areas to the west of the Appalachians. Indeed, southern Louisiana had a considerable population from other sources before migration from the East had reached the Gulf States. When English became fairly general, first in New Orleans, later in the rural parishes, there de veloped a regional vocabulary peculiar to the area-one not pri marily derived from the dialect areas of the East.
We might begin with a small group of words that are positively confined to the informants of southern Louisiana. By this is meant that the same items were on the other Southwestern work sheets, but nowhere else did they produce these responses. Most of the dis tributions of these words are also presented on the maps which follow the text, as indicated:
pirogue (small river boat) 71. 12.9 (Map 2) In the same category should be placed the meaning, or implica tion, of one of the words. Shivaree (charivari) is known throughout the Southwest for a raucous mock-serenade after a wedding of any kind; in southern Louisiana the custom is usually confined to weddings in which one of the parties has been married before (Map 4).
Various calls to animals in this area likewise appear to be unique. These were probably carried over from dialectal French; in any case, there is nothing like them in any English-speaking area that we know of. Pigs are called by choo(ey)! or choon(ey)!; cows by cha! or 'ci (boss)!; calves by mus! or tit, mus!) chickens by kee!, keetie! or pee(p)! Since such utterances are not taught in schools, and since they are a matter of one-way communication, it is to be expected that they would linger on even after English was em ployed in other everyday activities.
In addition to these usages, the special Louisiana additions to the questionnaire produced a considerably longer list of terms which are almost surely confined to the area-although they were not directly asked for in any other part of the Southwest. That they could be generally current in other areas is extremely doubtful. 20 Other such terms of less frequency are cabine for a privy, gar çonnière for bachelor quarters, pigeonnier for a pigeon roost, brulot for a brandy drink, marais for a swamp, and brioche for a kind of coffee cake.
It has been said that the terms so far discussed are almost cer tainly confined to southern Louisiana. Sometimes we may go fur ther and say that, so far as evidence goes, certain usages are confined to the rural parishes as against New Orleans. Among these are jar, cheniere, brulee, couche-couche, fais do-do, flottant, garçonniere, pigeonnier, boudin, and coulee. These may, from the beginning, have been Acadian usages that never penetrated to New Orleans; or, conceivably, they may have become obsolete in the metropolis.
In view of the large number of words of French origin, it might be emphasized that the ones which show a considerable frequency are widely current in the English of the area, and are not ad hoc carry-overs from French resulting from ignorance of the appropri ate English term. A group of 36 of these shows a composite frequency of 40.5 per cent among informants of French language background as against 38.2 per cent among those of other, usually English, backgrounds.
Indeed, terms of French origin often have more than one pro nunciation, depending on whether one is speaking French or Eng lish, or on the extent to which one wishes to preserve the French pronunciation.17 For example, coulee may be [ku'le] . Most of them gave the latter, since they were supposed to be speaking English in the interviews. There is no intention to imply that French words did not creep into the interviews as a result of fumbling for some kind of re sponse. About 90 of these words occur, from once to four times each, that could hardly have any currency in English. A random sampling will suffice: secheresse for drouth, bois de coton for cotton wood, foyer for hearth, robinet for faucet, brancards for buggy shafts, crêpe for pancake, bâtard for illegitimate child, and poule couveuse for setting hen. Of the entire group of such usages, the frequency is nearly four times as high among informants of French background as among the non-French. Moreover, these extempore French terms are confined to the records of 13 of the 70 informants; in deed, 53 per cent of them were found in the responses of only seven informants. It appears that the majority of speakers avoid lapsing into French usages unless they are known to be current in Eng lish.
A very important consideration with regard to southern Louisi ana is the fact that it served as a focal area from which lexical usages spread into other portions of the South and Southwest. The culture center from which this radiation began was, of course, New Orleans rather than any of the small Acadian centers. Nevertheless, New Orleans terms are usually current in the rural parishes, and in some instances they spread considerably beyond, to the northward, or the westward, or both. (No data is available as to their possible currency to the eastward.)
A word that has spread somewhat farther to the north than to the west is armoire for a large wardrobe (Map 9). Another of the same sort, but with a somewhat wider spread, is salt meat for salt pork,18 which is fairly common in southern Arkansas.
Other terms have apparently advanced rather more to the west than to the north; these are fairly common in southeast Texas. One such usage is cream cheese for cottage cheese (Map 10), which occurs rather regularly in the Galveston-Beaumont region. Another of a similar trend is lagniappe for an extra gift with a purchase (Map 11).
Still other terms have spread in both directions; such is bayou for a stream smaller than a river (Map 12). This is very common in southeast Texas and is also current at least as far north as southern Arkansas. Still more widespread is hog('s)-head cheese (pork loaf),19 which extends into central Texas, partially displacing the older term souse.
Two terms that are clearly of Louisiana origin have spread into all major portions of Texas. One of these is praline?0 which is re placing the older pecan paUy as the name for a flat candy made with pecans. Another is gumbo21 fora kind of soup containing okra. Indeed, the latter is probably now of nationwide currency, since the major food companies offer canned soup under this label. Possibly the wide currency of gallery (for porch)22 in Texas is also attributable to Louisiana influence, since galerie is used with this meaning in Louisiana French.
Since informants for this survey were almost equally divided among three age groups (under 40, 40-60, and over 60), we might very briefly examine what evidence there is for the obsolescence of certain terms. In most cases the numbers of occurrences were too small in the different groups to justify a conclusion with regard to general obsolescence. It might be well, however, to observe a list which shows at least twice as great a frequency in the oldest group as in the youngest:
The decline of these terms reflects a number of the inevitable effects of the machine age: the disappearance of horse-drawn implements and vehicles; the transformation of the appearance and structure of the home; the replacement of the old-fashioned furniture by mass-produced articles; and the decline in the home production and preparation of foods. A similar trend in usage could probably be observed in all areas of the United States.2* There is no evidence in this survey that the younger generation is abandoning words of French origin as their knowledge of English increases. A group of 36 such words shows almost precisely the same frequency in the youngest group (37.6) as in the oldest (37.8 Little more need be said regarding the origin of the southern Louisiana vocabulary, since the dictionaries record the etymologies of most of the words. We have seen that the truly regional element was not for the most part imported from the East; that a more striking source was Louisiana French, which was often taken over with no change other than in phonology. To be sure, the ultimate sources of some of the French words are sometimes complex or obscure, as exemplified in the passing of Kechuan yapa into Span ish la yapa or la napa, then into French lagniappe, and so into English. But such etymologizing lies beyond the scope of the pres ent study.
One is often tempted to find in Acadian turns of phrase a tend ency to translate from French. For example, get down (from a bus) is almost certainly modeled on the use of descendre in that context. For eight o'clock may be a rendering of pour huit heures, and bayou side may owe something to the use of côté to mean both "side" and "direction." But to pursue this question further without additional evidence would take us too far into the realm of conjecture.
It might be pointed out that the use of a questionnaire in a survey of the French spoken in the Bayou Lafourche area would undoubtedly produce a very large number of loan-words from English.24 This is not surprising, since English has in recent years occupied the status of a superstratum language, and its contribu tions to the substratum may be expected to increase as long as French remains in use. In only one interview, in which French re sponses were sought,26 a rather large number of such loan-words were elicited :
pave sac-d-peat carencro (carrion crow) The fact that the informant had adopted the American terms in addressing his parents is perhaps most telling of all! In summary, we might perhaps emphasize the idea that it would be erroneous to regard the dialect of southern Louisiana as simply another subdivision of Southern. On the contrary, this region shows the characteristics of a major focal area: (1) the presence of a num ber of usages that remain at or near the center and that could not have made their way into the area from elsewhere; (2) the pres ence of other usages that center in the area but extend also for varying distances beyond; and (3) a noticeable resistance to the in vasion of usages from other dialect areas. It is not too much to con clude that the French-speaking portion of Louisiana served as one of the major contributors to the regional vocabulary of American English.27
NOTE ON THE MAPS
The maps that follow give the exact distributions of some of the words that have been discussed. Each symbol represents one oc currence of the word in question, except that oversized symbols represent five or more occurrences at the same place. The numbers represent the parishes investigated by Mima Babington: 1, Lafourche; 2, Terrebonne; 3, St. Mary; 4, St. James; 5, Assump tion; 6, Ascension; 7, Orleans (see also the map facing p. 1). The small circles designate other localities where the same question naire was used by other investigators, and from which some kind of response was given to the same question. The titles indicate, very roughly, the meanings of the words.
